Stereo 3D – 360 Critique Part II : Jaunt's “The North Face Climb”
Jaunt VR is/was a company that nearly invented “Cinematic VR” filmmaking. I say nearly, because
their first attempt – The Mission VR - though fraught with errors, could have been taken teething
problems.
They certainly got the VR community and Hollywood's attention with quite a few catchwords such as
“Computational Photograhy” (in a VR film context) which lead to sizable investments to further the art
of stereoscopic 360 filmmaking.
The newest VR experience “The North Face Climb” in my opinion is not an improvement on The
Mission VR, but in fact has gone south (pun unintended)
In providing the brief critique below, it is hoped that Jaunt realize that more harm than good can come
from releasing malformed VR material in stereo 3D.
Not just cosmetic harm, but side effects such as nausea, disorientation or to a larger extent – turning
people off from stereo 360.
These critiques are from screenshots taken off a Samsung Note4 screen running the Jaunt app.

Above: Seam / Stitch error on one of the main areas of focus render this scene unwatchable – or rather
“should not be watched”.
Reason: Retinal rivalry (left eye sees one image, right eye another – position of arm) Most people won't
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notice anything amiss, that's because the brain forces the eyes to do visual gymnastics to “fuse” this
out-of-registration image together.
Even in a 10 minute movie, such scenes in stereo 3D will cause eyestrain to anyone – in more severe
cases, it may contribute to a feeling of un-easiness, nausea or other physical side effects.
In stereoscopic 360, it's not an easy task to overcome stitch errors, the biggest reason being, anomalies
are caught out by the eye – brain in this illusion we create (of reality) to the visual cortex. Stitch errors
in conventional 2D 360 videos, while still ugly to look at, don't mess with the brain.
To see exactly what kind of gymnastics your left eye and right are doing when attempting to fuse this
image – the man being the center of importance in this 360 scene – have a look at the composite I've
created below. I've set zero parallax to the tip of his cap so the alignment of the arms is more obvious
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Solution:


Adjust the camera so that the stereo cone of view of a single pair of cameras encompasses the
main subject of interest. Jaunt's claim to fame is the so called “Computational Photography”
method they say allows them create a “virtual stereo camera” - I don't buy it. I'd prefer they
frame the scene better.



Use HIT (Horizontal image translation) to shift/sweeten the entire depth budget. Yes it's
possible to do this even with a baked in 360 stereo pair. This way there will be a balance
between foreground and background and lend the larger than life vista scene that this scene
really depicts.



Use a genlock synced rig – I can't prove the cameras weren't in *efficient* sync and/or
genlocked, as I don't have access to the video clip, but in a later image pair in this document it's
even more noticeable.
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Previous Page: Flat 2D.
This particular scene when viewed with an HMD shows the equipment “flattened” or plastered to the
wall. There is no stereoscopic 3d in this part of the scene.
Secondly, notice in the original screen grab below: A visual stitch artifact shows up at the wrong depth.
(marked in red) This is noticeable as a Wedge shaped area in the anaglyph image on the previous page.

Solution:
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You need a rig that has stereoscopic coverage of Zenith and Nadir when shooting scenes with
low ceilings (in this case, overhanging cliffs). While nadir coverage is usually occupied by a
black hole and is not as objectionable, in the case of The North Face Climb, there are many
shots that feature paragliders jumping off cliffs – As it stands, they jump into 2D valleys. Depth
gets cut off abruptly and is simply 2d plates shifted in positive z space.

Above: Clear mis-sync. Watch the anaglyph image and notice the upper divers hand position. In areas
of moderate to fast action, these pseudo stereo artifacts are the result of non-synced cameras. Many
scenes exhibit this artifact (the rope scene from the first image in this doc, the dog walking later, the
jump scene above...)
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Another glaring artifact is the aforementioned “abrupt depth loss”. In the original screen grab below
these artifacts are circled.
View them in the anaglyph image on the previous page.

Solution:


Stereoscopic coverage of all areas of main action needed. Or camera needs to “follow” main
area of interest



Cameras should be at complete “scan line” level sync – either genlock or machine hardware
sync (if shooting with MVCs)
Notes:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jauntvr.preview.tnf
I downloaded “The North Face Climb” app from the Playstore. The version was for google cardboard
devices, but I saw it on a GearVR.
How? - Well, you can start the app and insert the Note4 into the GearVR with the mini USB connector
not seated entirely – Only try it at your own risk.
It is hoped that this critique will be received as positive criticism, and help others in creating
compelling and “hurt free” stereoscopic 360 video. It really isn't rocket science to create 3d-360 video,
and the same rules of stereoscopic filmmaking apply – as long as filmmakers “Think in 3D”
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